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Five Diner 

"Modern Diner"

Five Diner has a pleasing ambiance with its hanging light fixtures and light-

color wooden elements. Their affable staff will make you feel welcomed

and will ensure you have a lovely dining experience. This American diner

uses only regional ingredients from sustainable producers and the

attention to detail can be seen in their food presentation and flavor. Fix

your morning hunger pangs with breakfast delights like the Hangover

(fried eggs with smoked ham on crusty farmhouse bread), Sweet

American (pancakes with either maple syrup or blueberry jam, nutella,

honey, butter and bread basket) and Italian Stallion. Or dig into

sandwiches like Chicken Mango, Roast Beef and Pulled Pork. They also

have a wide variety of burgers for meat lovers and vegetarians alike.

These include the likes of the Avocado Bacon Burger, Pulled Pork Burger,

Walnut and Cheese, Three Cheese and Sweet Potato. Round off your meal

with desserts such as lemon cheesecake and chocolate core. Enjoy their

happy hours with drinks like Planter's Punch, Aperol Sprizz and Mojito

Razz.

 +49 911 22 3375  info@fivediner.de  Obstmarkt 5, Nuremberg
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Chong's Diner 

"Retro Diner"

Chong's Diner is reminiscent of a 1950s American diner and is known for

its generous portions of tasty diner fare. Set your appetite rolling with

chicken strips and chicken wings. Dig into sandwiches like the Big

Mummy, Sloppy Joe and Mel's Diner. Or try their fantastic burgers such as

the Old Fashioned, Dorian Gray and Sue Ellen. If you are a larger group,

then their platters are a good option. Enjoy your meal with milkshakes or

floats. You can also enjoy their happy hour at their bar section with a beer,

cocktail or long drink.

 +49 911 234 9997  www.chongs-diner.de/  info@chongs.de  Beckschlagergasse 6,

Nuremberg
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Boogie's BBQ 

"American-Style Smokehouse"

Bringing the flavors of Tennessee to the streets of Nuremberg, Boogie’s

BBQ is a Memphis-style smokehouse. Set in a minimalist space with only

the most basic decor, the restaurant clearly focuses on food. The meats,

smoked between 4 to 24 hours at low temperatures are juicy, tender and

amazingly delicious. They even use traditional cherry and apple wood

smokers imparting the meats a smoky flavor. They can be enjoyed in a

variety of different ways. Opt for the traditional ribeye, or go for one of the

smoked meat sandwiches or burgers. Each dish comes with a choice of

two sides. The Kentucky Cole Slaw and Potato Salad are particularly

delightful. If you are confused about what to order, simply go for one of

their daily deals. If you are looking for a true American smokehouse

experience, your search ends at Boogie's BBQ.

 +49 911 9493 3920  www.boogiesbbq.com/  Nimrodstraße 10, Nuremberg
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Hoserer Rolly's American Diner 

"Creative American Fare"

Cozy, intimate and charming is probably the best way to put Hoserer

Rolly’s American Diner. Although slightly off the beaten path, this

American diner is a must-visit for anyone who wants to pamper their taste

buds by digging into some good ol’ American fare. Serving an assortment

of classic dishes incorporated with a touch of contemporary flavor, the

restaurant takes the food you know and makes it the food you’ll love.

Buffalo Chicken Pommes, Baby Back Ribs with homemade Jack Daniel's

Sauce and Baconator Burger are few of the local favorites on the menu.

Complement the savory meals with an equally delectable dessert like the

Cheesecake or Oreo Cream. If you are looking for a quick, quality

American meal, you will be pleasantly surprised by the Hoserer Rolly’s

American Diner.

 +49 911 9604 2823  Vorjurastraße 22, Nuremberg
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